“Origine is a dream.
It took me 12 years to make it come true.”
Stéphane Even

THE STORY

A DREAM COME TRUE

In 2001, Stéphane Even founded
NEODIO, aiming at pushing the limits of
sound quality in High Fidelity. From the
very first product - the Model 100
integrated amplifier - to the Origine
digital source, he focused on innovation,
reliability and true fidelity.

Origine is a flagship CD player and
digital converter. It has unique
features.

Thanks to intensive research over the
past 12 years, Neodio has built a unique
expertise in 4 design fields: amplifiers,
CD players, DA converters and cables.
For Stephane Even, technique is only a
means to an end. What really counts is
the sound quality and emotion that the
HiFi equipment can produce in the long
run. He achieves elegance and simplicity
in technical and design solutions
avoiding all unnecessary complexity.

 A friendly product that addresses
both CD playback and music
streaming
 A refined design that is inspired by
music instruments
 A state-of-the-art building quality
 Innovative solutions such as
constrained layer chassis, high
frequency filters and zero quartz
master clock
 A sound quality that challenges the
best vinyl turntables

THE NEODIO SOUND
Comments from our customers worldwide:
“The analogue presentation of music appeared first time at my place.”
“It is lightning fast with all the shades and subtones hanging in the air at the right time before the next snap
grabs you.”
“It reveals the ambience and air surrounding the cello putting me right in front of the performer.”
“This is a break-through in terms of tone-resolution from a digital-based player.”
“The vinyl-like density is shocking.”
“The magic of the Neodio stems from its ability to reveal the tonality resolution of different recordings.”
“Should I want to travel back in time playing Miles Davis with a glass of red wine, it sends me right back there.”
“I have not heard a better source playing vocal, violin and cello!! The realism just thrills me up!!”
“Even my daughter who plays violin said the sound from the Neodio playing violin is unlike any other sources I had
owned before.”
“Musicality seems to be newly discovered from the same records over and over.”

THE

Ultra dense constrained layer chassis
 5 materials: aluminum, Hi-macs,
copper, stainless steel, PMMA

TECHNIQUE

 Zero resonance, zero vibration for the
reading mechanism
 3 stainless steel feet floating on steel
ball bearings
High definition digital section
 Modified DVD ROM mechanism
 Zero quartz reference master clock
 24 bits 192KHz digital analog
conversion with asynchronous
upsampling
High definition analog section
 Ultra fast and ultra compact analog
stage
 RCA and XLR balanced outputs
Innovative power supplies
 3 transformers with low coupling to the
mains
 Custom mains filter
 Custom filters on the dac power
supplies
Features
 CD player and digital analog converter
in the same chassis
 2 digital inputs : USB and SPDIF
(24bits/192KHz)
 IR remote control at the back for home
automation
 RCA analog outputs: 2.6V rms
 XLR analog outputs: 5.2V rms
 Analog outputs absolute phase control
 White display trough hundred of holes in
copper
 Aluminium/copper remote control with 3
buttons for amp control
 460x407x150mm
 26Kg
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